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Is today’s economy crushing your hopes? 

 

Are you trying to make money online? 

Are you trying to build a business offline or online? 

You don`t have to look like this! 

Monthly bills …a nightmare? 

   AIOP  is  The Residual  Income Solution that can help you 

 smile while you take control of your life and your money  

  Why  is AIOP so special? It is unique and works for everybody! 
* Works for moms, dads, 

* Stay at home parents 

* Retired and retiring ones 

* Part time and full time 

* Newbies and Skilled ones 

* Works  for ANY  Home  business  

* Ad AIOP to your business portfolio 

* Expand your primary business 
* Start a new business ! 

If you are really interested in making money online and 

want to have a business that gives you residual income 

for life, AIOP is the only program you will ever need! 
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The Company  

 Founded in 2012, pretty young but ambitious, All In One Profits  is an European company which integrates a suite of essential web tools, 

products, services, and advertising. This includes professional web hosting and autoresponder, all affordable solutions to help 

businesses and individuals simplify and facilitate their online operations, while lowering the cost of their online presence by delivering 

critical internet products and services on demand. Including a full spectrum of compliance to web presence regulation and anti-spam 

compliant services. 

 Building a complete business around the company itself or using AIOP products and services to build any other business, AIOP offers a 

chance for everyone. Maximizing returns through the company’s diligence in achieving personal and financial goals through networking, 

web tools, education, products and services, advertising, an excellent affiliate compensation plan, advice, and  knowledge. 

 The AIOP owners and founders are each experienced in his activity field.  

          Johan van Geffen : Programming,   Isabela Capsuna: Marketing and PR, Human resources, and Economics. 

The Project 

 AIOP is designed to be a complex  project, a whole advertising network providing web hosting and autoresponser services, along with all 

the essential web tools, products and services, software, educational material, training, and all legal forms of advertising. It is a complete 

and complex web platform with access to a lot of ingredients making any business online possible.  

 Whether you want to promote an online affiliate or local business, church, school, store, or want to start a business online, you will 

need web hosting for your site. Then you need to let the world know about your business, thus it is a must to use an anti-spam compliant, 

pro autoresponder with double opt-in service, a way to track your results, building your own pages, and advertise your opportunity 

without spending a fortune.  

 AIOP management team decided to do something different, (putting all standalone web tools together, in one place for easy access and 

use, thereby increasing efficiency  and  performance, while keeping cost effective and very minimal) providing all the sought after  

essential web tools, that can be used independent one of the other. But imagine their power!    
 

 The idea behind the AIOP project is to use all the marketing tools to build any business. They are not dedicated specifically to build your 

All In One Profits affiliate business only. Combining these with the benefits of a whole advertising network, you will get a pretty nice idea 

about our All In One Profits network project. AIOP’s Uniquely innovative "Even up system" is used to build the affiliate compensation plan 

and completes the whole image of how the AIOP Company decided to help the average person. 

Company OverviewCompany Overview  



The Network 
          AIOP is only the tip of the iceberg, the idea behind this is to give people the tools and the knowledge, first of all, and put them on 

a fast track to achieve their goals through the entire advertising network that will be quickly built under the AIOP umbrella. 

Partners    

         “Lead by principles we never ceased to abide by: honesty, integrity, transparency, legality, trust and support, we have as 

partners: individuals, businesses, and NGO charity organizations.” 

Since the idea of helping people struggling through the endless recession by providing them with the tools they need online was 

AIOP  leading   thought, the management team decided to expand and extend this help through charity partners, financing 

ongoing and future charity projects with a significant part of AIOP’s network profits. As the network will grow and the income of 

AIOP members will also grow, AIOP really hopes that more members will contribute with their donations. 

           The targeted area is Africa, an extensive area with complex problematic and humanitarian needs. 

People 

         All In One profits is how we like to call, a whole Internet Business Platform, created for both beginners and advanced marketers. 

It is a great place to network and collaborate because our members are inspired to be the best they can be and to create 

opportunities in a positive environment. A chance for everyone to take control of their own lives, and making dreams come true. 

Activity 

 AIOP provides: web tools and services online, software, huge video/audio/ebooks library, training affordable quality Webhosting, 

Professional double-optin autoresponder (AIOP Response), Splash/Squeeze builder, Video maker, Video page creator, URL 

tracking, URL rotators, Text and banner advertising, and an Advertising co-op. 

 The AIOP Network will have all the sites under the AIOP Company umbrella, providing all types of legal advertising. 

Affiliate compensation plan 

 All In One Profits’ pay plan is not a cash gifting program or a member to member payment, it is just the AIOP Company’s own 

decision to reward  their affiliates, a simple way to encourage and give  a breath of fresh air to those struggling online. While the 

Pro Level pays 75% affiliate commission on the Pro level sales, plus a  bonus per each Pro level sale, the Basic Level pays 100% 

affiliate commission for basic level sales. The management team also earns being part of the system, teaming up with the 

members and forming a whole team. 

 The Company decided to equip AIOP members with everything they need to start or grow their  business, by giving them the web 

tools, services, and the affiliate commission. The system is created to work as an online resource  and support platform for every 

marketer, but we will always remind you that MLM, network marketing, and affiliate marketing is not about the system or the 

company; it is about people.  

 



MLM, network marketing and affiliate marketing is not about the system or the company,  
it is about YOU 

All In One Profits gives YOU everything YOU need to start or grow YOUR business, the web 

tools and services, the affiliate commission. The system is created to work as an online 
resource and Support  Platform for every marketer. 
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All the tools anyone needs to have a successful online business are available in this program, apart from the fact that this program in itself 

is a worthy and honest business on its own. Even people NEW to the online marketing scenario will find this program extremely easy and 

good.  If you are really interested in making money online and want to have a business that gives you residual income for life, this is the 

only program you will ever need. 

 

For marketers who want to SAVE money: AIOP has webhosting, double opt-in autoresponder with unlimited shared and private campaigns 

and lists with unlimited number of subscribers, splash/capture page builder, web conference room, tracker, rotator, downline builder, on-

site advertising (banners and text ads), scripts, software, and e-books for learning and reselling... and is all available for just $11.50 

monthlyat Basic level and 21.76 at Pro level which has all the features available  but most of all…you can make more money as Pro 

member! 

For marketers who want to MAKE money: the compensation plan of AIOP is absolutely unique. It is even-up, wide, and deep!  

Members are getting every second referral of their referrals passed up to them, which offers a never before seen opportunity to build a 

very solid, residual income in a very short amount of time! On the basic level,  members are paid $10 per referral, so we can say, they are 

breaking even with just 1 (one!)  sale! The only difference is $1.50 payment processor fee, so small that isn't even worth mentioning!      

For just a cost of a pizza, the members of AIOP are building wealth. But the real  benefits are revelead  by the Pro level . 

AIOP isn't for advanced marketers only, in fact, it is a very newbie-friendly program. There are video tutorials available in members' area: 

how to set up the autoresponder, how to use the splash builder, and so on. On our products page, there are video series available that 

talks about everything an online marketer should know to become successful. 

 

Building a  business in any MLM, affiliate, or network marketing means Branding and Advertising  You and Your business. 

Everything is about  YOU and YOUR business! 

Not gurus, not Joes and Jills to build their lists and their businesses. It is about you and your decision to take the  control of your 

business and your money. To make this happen, you need the right, affordable marketing tools.  

AIOP has everything  you need and two  levels of membership : Basic and Pro. 
 



Let us forget a moment about the excellent Pay plan that All In One Profits (AIOP) offers and rather, have a look at the  

WEB TOOLS  AIOP offers to  those who want to make money online or just to build or expand their off line or online 
business, or simply work from home,  part time or full time  trying to complete or build their  monthly residual income 

 
  The AIOP double opt in Auto Responder is extremely easy to use and if you are really serious about making money on 

the Internet you have to build yourself a list. Without an Auto responder, building a list becomes a nightmare. 

         Where else are you going to get an Auto responder, Splash builder, Link tracker, and Link Rotator for as little as 

$11.50(Basic membership)? 

         But this is not all: 

  For $11.50(processor fees included) you also get premium hosting( buy your self a Domain Name -normally about $10 

per year depending where you purchase) and start your own website/blog where you can promote your programs. 

 Also don’t forget about AIOP E-Library, Your one Stop Online Marketing Resource. 

 The Rotator: By adding all your program’s links to this tool it means that you can promote all your programs with one 

link. Basically every time that your rotator link gets a click, a new program will open. 

 By adding your links to the Tracker tool you can then advertise the tracker URL to monitor the amount of clicks you 

get for your advertising. By using a bit of initiative you can track certain subject lines and emails to find out which 

ones are the best and then be able to concentrate on the ones that work. 

 

         The point here is that AIOP provides you with the tools you need to get the results.  And  you can  even teach 

your referrals how to make use of these tools. AIOP is a very exciting proposition for anyone... newbie or experienced 

marketer. 

        You might think it only $10 -$ 15 per referral, but when you have a downline building under you with tens or hundreds 

of referrals passing up their 'Even-numbered' referrals, you quickly realize how this can build a huge income. 

        This is a heck of a program for the price and if you advertise it consistently every day, you will see 

profit well before your next subscription becomes due. 

 



Premium Webhosting 



Premium multiuser double opt-in Autoresponder 
AIOP Response has some uniquely special features that cannot be found in other 
autoresponders. It has the ability of transferring and using Private and Shared 
campaigns, integrated with more lead capture pages everyone may choose from 



*Customizable Splash/Lead capture page builder 
allows you to use your own images or to choose from a lot of awesome graphics,  use your own 

sign up form, make video capture pages, and create easy and quick splash pages.  

 
       * AIOP Tracker – helps in tracking your promotional campaign results, to spare you the 

time and money of finding which campaigns perform better, where to advertise, who is clicking on your 

links, which country to target, and much more… 



* Easily promote all of your URLs with a single link, using the AIOP link Rotator 

* Build your downline in multiple programs the easy way, using  the built-in 

  Downline  Builder, plus, adding 3 of your own programs on top of the  

  Downline builder . 

* Advertise your programs using the Text blocks and the Banner advertising  

  on AIOP site 



         Basic membership level: 

• Cost $10 each month (+$1.5 payment processor 

fee) for professional web hosting and 

autoresponder, plus other great tools. 

• $10 per BASIC member in your downline 

• 100% commission payout from your level of 

membership 

• $10 per PRO referral in your downline 

• Break even with your first referral (membership 

cost is covered) 

• Unlimited  number of referrals in depth and width 

Pro membership level: 

•   All the benefits of the basic level 

•   Cost $20 each month (+ $1.74 payment processor fee) 

•   $15 per Pro member in your downline 

•   $3 Pro Sponsor bonus for each Pro member sponsored by you 

•   $10 for each Basic member in your downline 

•   The $3 Pro Sponsor bonus is paid to the sponsor even the referral 

     is passed to upline 

•   The $3 Pro Sponsor bonus is paid only to Pro members who  

     sponsor   pro members 

•    Pro Level includes all the Basic level products and services,  

     plus the  PRO level products.   

    

 

AIOP has a Unique Pay plan, based on the Even Up system 

and pays Commission for sales on 2 levels:  Basic and  Pro 



WHY  SHOULD YOU 

CHOOSE THE 

 PRO LEVEL ? 

The basic level offers a lot for 
the $10 and the 100% 
commission  from the 
membership cost. 
 
If it is for the Ad co-op 
included  and the leads bulk 
import  only, these alone 
make the upgrade to pro 
worth it, not to mention the 
extended advertising options 
plus premium downloads. 
 
The Pro Level offers not only 
more products and bonuses 
over the basic level, but is 
much more PROFITABLE as 
residual income. 



WHY SHOULD YOU CHOOSE THE  Pro Level? 

Because  You Can Realistically Make... 

Over $500 to $ 8,000 per month, and growing, 
When  you work  and share your  program with  other  interested people, opportunity seekers, etc. 

If your membership is Basic level: 

     * For each of your uneven (1, 3, 5...) BASIC level referral  we pay you  $10.00 commission. 

     * Every even (2, 4 ,6...) BASIC level referral  they get will be passed up to you and you will be paid  $10.00 for each. 

     * Every even (2, 4 ,6...) BASIC level referral of your passed up referrals will also be passed up to you and you will be  

       paid  $10.00 for each 

     * All BASIC level members in your downline, either referred by you or passed up to you, make  you $10.00 and send  

       their even referrals  up to you. 

     * For more info please watch our Basic level COMPENSATION PLAN Video 

     * For the PRO level referrals in your downline we pay you 100% commission on your membership value, $10. 

 

 

If your membership is PRO level: 

     * For each of your uneven (1, 3, 5...) PRO referral  we pay you  $15.00 commission. 

     * Every even (2, 4 ,6...)  PRO referral they get will be passed up to you and you will be paid  $15.00 for each. 

     * Every even (2, 4 ,6...) PRO referral of your passed up PRO referrals  will be also passed up to you and you will be  

       paid  $15.00 for each 

    *  All PRO level members in your downline, either referred by you or passed up to you, make you $15.00 and send  

       their even referrals up to you. 

     * For each PRO level member sponsored by you, we pay a one time Fast Start Pro sponsor bonus of $3 

       The Bonus is paid always to the sponsor NOT to the upline. 

     * For each  BASIC level member in your downline sponsored by you or passed to you we pay you $10 commission. 



HERE IS HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS: 
=>You pass up all EVEN referrals. You keep yourself all your UNEVEN (Odd) referrals.  

=>The #2, #4, #6, #8 .... will be passed up to your upline. You will keep the #1, #3 , #5, #7 .... ALL the Uneven 
(Odd) referrals are also called fixed referrals. 
You will be paid $10 commission in residual income, for each Uneven(fixed) upgraded referral you will 
introduce to the program.  
 



The Magic begins when YOU ARE THE SPONSOR and you keep ALL the Odd referrals to you: 

You keep all the Uneven (odd) referrals sponsored by you, they are fixed referrals to you.  

=> Each fixed referral will start a NEW line for YOU.  An infinite number of downlines  working for YOU ! 

=> Your fixed referrals will pass to you ALL their Even referrals. Numbers 2,4,6,8,...to infinity..  

=> Every  Even referral passed to you will also pass to you ALL his Even referrals , number 2,4,6,8...to infinity 

 They ALL,  starting with your fixed referrals and growing with ALL the Even(Odd)  referrals passed to you,  

     will build your downline  (also called powerline, no matter how we call it, it is YOUR LINE).  

=> The number of your lines is UNLIMITED, as many fixed referrals as you have, is how many downlines you will have. 

=> Each line will keep growing down to infinity because: 

Every #2, #4, #6, #8 .... referral of ALL the people in your downline will be passed up to YOU and we will pay you $10 residual 

income for each upgraded member in your downline. 



Basic level sales  

   Commission =>  

Pro level sales 

Commission => 
$15 per Pro member in your downline 

$3 Pro Sponsor bonus (one time) for each 

     Pro  member sponsored by you 

$10 for each Basic member in your downline 



Example below : 
For a clear idea about how the system works, below is a BASIC level example . We assume that you and each of the referrals 

will have 6  referrals.  In reality, the number will grow wide-open and deep, to infinity, the same will be your residual income.  

The example is using also, ONLY 6 of your levels, they also grow to infinity. 

You will pass 3 of the referrals to your sponsor, number 2,4,6  and you will keep for you 3 of 6 referrals, number 1,3,5. 

This is your level ONE.  On level TWO, you will have the even  referrals passed up to you by your fixed (odd) referrals. Their 

even referrals number 2,4,6 (3x3=9). These 9 referrals will pass to you, each, their Even referrals (9x3=27).  

This repeats on every level deep to infinity, they will pass  to you each, their 3 even referrals in this example with ONLY 3 

wide-open referrals.  

Your income will be UNLIMITED in reality, the number of the fixed referrals you may have is unlimited, growing wide, the 
number of the even referrals passed to you, deep is unlimited. 
 

Level Pass ups  
Received 

Total 
Downlin

e 

Level 
Monthly 
Income 

Total  
Monthly  
Income 

 
1 

You have 3 
direct 
(fixed) 

referrals 

 
3 

 
$45 

 
$45 

2 3x3 9 $135 $180 

3 9x3 27 $405 $585 

4 27x3 81 $1,215 $1,800 

5 81x3 243 $3,645 $5,445 

6 243x3 729 $10,935 $16,380 
Plus Fast Start Bonus $3/each new Pro referral 

Down to infinity  

BASIC MEMBERSHIP REFERRALS PRO MEMBERSHIP REFERRALS 



AIOP members area 

From the back office 
you can access  
every section of the 
site; every Product, 
Service, and Bonus 
with a simple push 
of a button. 
 
If you are a newbie 
or you never used 
some web tools and 
online products, 
AIOP has video 
tutorials for setting 
your webhosting, 
autoresponder, 
splash builder, 
tracker, and URL 
rotator, to guide you 
step by step. 



AIOP  Response 
The professional double opt-in  

AIOP autoresponder 

Double opt-in autoresponder, unlimited follow ups, 

unlimited number of subscribers,; Shared and private 

campaign transfer between accounts, edit and 

customize your letters, easy text and html editor, 

broadcast, send newsletters, ad and  remove prospects 

Tracking, split test, bulk upload and much more. 





Autoresponder customizable sign up form 



AIOP Splash Builder 
 
Easy to use splash and lead 
capture page builder 
* Quick splash builder 
* Video capture page 
* Picture capture page 
* Dozens of graphics,  
   patterns, templates and 
   backgrounds 
* Upload and use your own  
   images and graphics 



AIOP link Rotator -   promote all your programs with a single link 

Basic members have 1 rotator.  Pro members have 2 rotators 



AIOP link Tracker  
shorten and track  your links and optimize your promo efforts 

 





AIOP Downline Builder 
=builld your downline in 

multiple programs= 

AIOP Downline Builder 
=builld your downline in 

multiple programs= 

List 3 of your own 

programs 

They will be shown on Top 

of your upline programs, 

so your referrals will see 

First your 3 programs of 

your choice 

List 3 of your own 

programs 

They will be shown on Top 

of your upline programs, 

so your referrals will see 

First your 3 programs of 

your choice 



AIOP E-Learning 

Library 

 Your One Stop  Online 

Marketing  Resource 



It's easily possible to complete and even replace your current income by starting your own online business.  Real people just like you 

are doing it every day. The All In One Profits opportunity is very lucrative. AIOP  web hosting, combined with AIOP Response, our pro 

autoresponder, and all the other products and services make it easy to do for yourself. 

By adding All In One Profits to your business portfolio and helping others  to find and  use the AIOP marketing  tools, will make a Huge 

difference in building Your and Their residual, monthly income! All we require is integrity,  honesty, and legal promotion. AIOP was 

designed and developed to provide you with the tools, advertising, and  resources you need to succeed with any legal program, product, 

or service. 

The difference with AIOP is that we have designed this business to work for YOU no matter who you are or what your situation is. We do 

not just provide you with a program, we provide you with a complete suite of web tools sucessful marketers are using, helping you  to 

start, expand, build any business you want. 

YOU will be The One to decide if you really want to take charge of your life, achieve financial freedom with a strong 

burning desire to succeed, enough to put in a little effort (and  our company with the aggressive commission plan 

makes it far less than you might think), make little investment with no risk (isn`t free but your first referral will cover 

the membership fee) and be a Success Story. 

Our innovative  " Even up  " formula WORKS! 
It is all about MULTIPLYING TO INFINITY wide and deep! Not with1, 2, or 4 but… x INFINITY ! The potential it is HUGE ! 

The Even up system is Better than any other matrix, straight line, 2up, 3 up, 4 up or any up system. 

While a 2up, 4 up or 5-6up system it is limited at  2 or 4 or 5-6  number of referrals you can receive from each member in your 

downline/powerline, our Even up system is passing to you ALL the even referrals from   ALL your downline, down to infinity. 

Even if it looks like you pass too many referrals to your sponsor it is not so, you pass ONLY the  even referrals across the WIDTH.  

But think: YOU, as SPONSOR, will receive ALL the Even referrals passed to you by your  DEEP downline. 

And ALL your direct fixed referrals will start a new downline  for you that will pass up ALL the Even  to you. 
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In conclusion... 

Well, we hope you have found this AIOP Company report helpful. If you can take away a few things 

from this information and turn them into profit then we have done our job. 

Isabela Capsuna & Johan van Geffen  AIOP Founders/Owners 
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